
INNER PEACE & TRANQUILITY 

About this orgone 
An orgone device is a substance made of resin, metals and quartz that 
strengthens your body's energy field, helping to protect you from neg
ative energy and EMFs. Crystals work by exposing your energy body to 
a certain healing frequency, until your natural frequency is raised to 
resonate with the crystal's. 

Crystals 
Quartz: Its metaphysical purposes are vast, from helping to expand 
consciousness to facilitating open communication and stimulating the 
chakras. For those needing clarity of mind, clear quartz healing 
properties will eliminate energy blockages and allow energy to flow 
smoothly throughout the body. 

Tiger's Eye: Tigers Eye Stone is a crystal with lovely bands of yel
low-golden color through it. This is a powerful stone that helps you to 
release fear and anxiety and aids harmony and balance. It stimulates 
taking action and helps you to make decisions with discernment and 
understanding, and unclouded by your emotions. It is a stone that am
plifies and boosts the energies of any quartz, crystal, or stone. 

Sodallite: Socialite brings order and calmness to the mind. It 
encourages rational thought, objectivity, truth and intuition, along 
with verbalisation of feelings. Socialite brings emotional balance and 
calms panic attacks. It enhances self-esteem, self-acceptance and 
self-trust. 

Magnetic Hematite: Hematite helps to absorb negative energy and 
calms in times of stress or worry. Hematite is a very protective stone 
and is great to carry to help you stay grounded in many situations. 
Hematite is also good for working with the Root Chakra, helping to 
transform negative energies into a more positive vibration. 

Other Material 
Copper: Copper is known as the lucky metal, as well as the healing 
metal. It is the conductor of the spiritualist's belief system. Copper 
conducts spiritual energy back and forth between individuals, crystals, 
auras, the mind and the spirit world. Any stone with Copper, in or 
around it, is said to have enhanced properties. 

All orgones are made using various shaped silicone molds, quartz 
crystals and resin. Additional items and metals such as aluminum, 
brass, decorative rocks, and colored sand or gravel may be included to 
create a unique design. 

Price: $75.00 


